
5 SIMPLE
LIGHTING
TRICKS

MAKE BETTER IMAGES ANYWHERE



LIGHTING IS
EVERYTHING

If you want to create quality video it all starts

with the light.  Here are our top 5 tips to

capturing beautiful light with out pro equipment.



Thats right, turn them all off and use window light.. 

There is something called mixed light and its not good.

 

Most rooms have windows and  multiple light sources. Combing window light with

lamps and overheads can look quite gross.

 

If there is enough available light from the windows turn eveything else off.  We promise it

will look much much better.

TURN OFF THE LIGHTS



The quality of light

changes throughout the

day. If you are planning

a shoot the best time of

day is sunrise and the

hour following and 1

hour before sunset. 

the light is pure magic !  

Consider 
The Time 
Of Day



Possibly the simplist tip we can offer is to simply keep the window and  light

source behind you. 

 

Shooting into a window can be  beautiful, BUT its never easy and its extremely

hard to get amazing results without a ton of know how and equipment. 

 

So to keep it simple just keep the light at your back 

This will almost always result in beautiful flattering front light. 

It's really that simple. 

KEEP THE WINDOW
 AT YOUR BACK



Hands down the easiest lighting to shoot in is full shade.  

When you are in the shade you dont need to worry about bright highlights and

icky looking shadows.  Shade gives you flat and even lighting.

Shade is simple and if you find a shady spot to shoot, everything will be easy to

shoot,  and more importantly flattering.  

FIND SHADE 



Use the sun ! That’s right, we know we just said to find the shade but
don’t forget the sun is amazing as well ! 

It’s more complicated as more highlights and shadows are present.
Having your subject in the sun can add some drama and offer more
artistic looking footage than the shade can. 
Have fun and be creative..

USE THE SUN


